
What to do about raw material inflation? Aside from owning commodities, a group that performs well during periods of rising input 
costs early in an economic expansion is multi-industry and machinery stocks. Towards the end of the downturn, these stocks’ 
multiples will begin to expand, once there is visibility into an earnings recovery. When the recovery commences, earnings power 
for these companies can be very strong. Owning stocks facing rising input costs may seem counterintuitive, but it turns out the 
underlying driver of inflation, which in this sense is economic growth, more than offsets these variable costs.

Once an economic recovery ensues, inventory gets worked down and industrial production begins to ramp up in order to meet new 
demand. Inflationary pressures emerge as demand quickly outstrips supply. Multi-industry and machinery stocks benefit from this 
early-cycle dynamic; and despite facing rising input costs in the form of steel, energy or aluminium, fixed cost leverage from volume 
growth – in addition to price - increases drive strong earnings growth. Therefore, multi-industry and machinery stocks perform 
well coming out of downturns and into the early phases of an economic recovery as investors gain confidence in the recovery. The 
group’s organic growth is highly correlated with industrial production (Exhibit 1). 

Exhibit 1: US Machinery Industrial Production Correlation 

Source: Deutsche Bank

Cyclical earnings growth is a function of both revenue growth and margin expansion. The latter is the more interesting driver. 
As input costs increase, they often get passed on to customers. One example that demonstrates this well is margin performance 
during periods of steel inflation. Exhibit 2 shows operating margin performance during episodes of steel inflation.
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Exhibit 2: Margin Performance in the Face of Steel Inflation

Source: Deutsche Bank

There are many more relevant nuances involved than outlined in this note, such as hedges that attempt to preserve cash flow, 
market share shifts and regulations. Every relationship has outliers, and each cycle is unique but, generally, multi-industry and 
machinery companies can produce strong earnings growth above consensus estimates for many quarters coming out of a recession 
despite higher raw material costs.

To learn more about VAM Funds, please contact us at               
sales@vam-funds.com or on +230 465 6860.

This information is not intended to provide investment advice. Nothing herein should be construed as a solicitation, recommendation or an 
offer to buy, sell or hold any securities, market sectors, other investments or to adopt any investment strategy or strategies. You should assess 
your own investment needs based on your individual financial circumstances and investment objectives. This material is not intended to be 
relied upon as a forecast or research. The opinions expressed are those of Driehaus Capital Management LLC (“Driehaus”) as of April 2021 
and are subject to change at any time due to changes in market or economic conditions. The information has not been updated since April 
2021 and may not reflect recent market activity. The information and opinions contained in this material are derived from proprietary and 
non-proprietary sources deemed by Driehaus to be reliable and are not necessarily all inclusive. Driehaus does not guarantee the accuracy or 
completeness of this information. There is no guarantee that any forecasts made will come to pass. Reliance upon information in this material 
is at the sole discretion of the reader.

Disclaimer. 
This document is intended for use by professional financial advisers only. The distribution of VAM Funds and the offering of the shares may be 
restricted in certain jurisdictions. Private investors should contact their financial adviser for more details on any of the products featured. It is 
the responsibility of any person in possession of this document to inform themselves of, and to observe, all applicable laws and regulations 
of any relevant jurisdictions. Prospective applicants for shares should inform themselves as to the legal requirements and consequences of 
applying for, holding and disposing of shares and any applicable exchange control regulations and taxes in the countries of their respective 
citizenship, residence or domicile. Click for Important Information.

Source: Ryan Lowery of Driehaus Capital Management LLC.
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